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Abstract—As the proportion of converter-interfaced renewable energy resources in the power system is increasing, the strength of the power grid at the connection point of wind turbine generators (WTGs) is gradually weakening. Existing research has shown that when connected with the weak grid, the stability of the traditional grid-following controlled converters will deteriorate, and unstable phenomena such as oscillation are prone to arise. Due to the limitations of linear analysis that cannot sufficiently capture the stability phenomena, transient stability must be investigated. So far, standalone time-domain simulations or analytical Lyapunov stability criteria have been used to investigate transient stability. However, the time-domain simulations have proven to be computationally too heavy, while analytical methods are difficult to formulate for larger systems, require many modelling assumptions, and are often conservative in estimating the stability boundary. This paper proposes and demonstrates an innovative approach to estimating the transient stability boundary via combining the linear Lyapunov function and the reverse-time trajectory technique. The proposed methodology eliminates the need of time-consuming simulations and the conservative nature of Lyapunov functions. This study brings out the clear distinction between the stability boundaries with different post-fault active current ramp rate controls. At the same time, it provides a new perspective on critical clearing time for wind turbine systems. The stability boundary is verified using time-domain simulation studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As of 2021, the worldwide installation of wind power capacity has reached approximately 743 GW, contributing significantly to a reduction of over 1.1 billion tonnes of CO₂ emissions globally [1]. The wind industry is poised for continued growth due to technological innovations, economies of scale, and policy support worldwide. However, the increasing proportion of converter-interfaced renewable energy resources in the power system [2] has weakened the connection strength between wind turbine generators (WTGs) and the power grid. Previous research has demonstrated that the dynamic characteristics of traditional grid-following controlled converters can deteriorate when connected to a weak grid, leading to unstable phenomena such as oscillation [3], [4].

Traditionally, the stability of wind farm connections has been analyzed using linearized model-based approaches such as eigenvalue analysis [5], [6] or impedance-based stability analysis [7], [8]. These methods assume that the system, including the wind turbine (WT) and the connected power system, behaves linearly under small disturbances and that stability is only analyzed within the vicinity of operating points. However, it has been noted in [9] that small-signal stability assessment alone cannot guarantee overall stability. Therefore, transient stability must also be investigated to ensure that the system remains stable under larger disturbances.

In [10], it has been demonstrated that large disturbances can destabilize the phase-locked loop (PLL), which can have a significant impact on the transient stability of the WT system. In general, transient stability has been evaluated through time-domain simulations. Time-domain simulation is simple but cannot provide a closed-form solution for quantifying stability margins. Therefore, it is necessary to repeat the simulations over a large set of system conditions (like phase portraits) to identify the system boundary, i.e., the region of attraction (RoA) [11].

Alternatively, analytical transient stability methods such as equal area criteria and Lyapunov direct method [12] provide a closed-form solution for the system. Here, a non-linear Lyapunov function (LF) is constructed such that after a disturbance, the decrease in energy results in a stable system. A classical non-linear LF is constructed for synchronous generators based on its swing equation [13]. Efforts have been made to extend the same to WT systems [14]; however, the system is assumed to have autonomous behaviour, as shown in Section III of [14]. In [15], a non-linear LF for a WT
with non-autonomous behaviour is constructed based on [16], which states that a system has a smaller RoA when the post-fault active current ramp is higher. However, the approach to constructing the LF is highly complex and results in a conservative estimate of the RoA.

Recent developments have focused on maximizing the system’s RoA by formulating an optimization problem using sum-of-squares programming [17]. Additionally, some machine learning (ML) techniques [18] have been studied to achieve a better estimate of the RoA. However, these techniques require significant expertise in data-driven techniques. Considering the high computation burden of repeated time-domain simulations over a large set of system conditions, the mathematical complexities of non-linear analytical methods coupled with a conservative estimate of system’s RoA, and the requirement of domain expertise in data-driven techniques for optimization and ML techniques, the objective of this paper is to propose a fast and simplified transient stability assessment method that the industry can easily adopt.

This paper presents a novel approach to transient stability assessment of grid-connected converters in WT systems combining the advantages of time-domain simulations and analytical (Lyapunov) stability methods. Specifically, we use the reverse-time trajectory technique in conjunction with linear LFs to estimate the system boundary. Compared with non-linear LFs, constructing linear LFs is simple and has an established procedure. Additionally, the reverse-time trajectory only needs to be performed for stable cases, significantly reducing the number of repeated time-domain simulations.

The reverse-time trajectory has been the subject of extensive research for several decades [19]-[21]. The application of reverse-time trajectory in dynamic systems dates back to 1915 when it was initially used to analyze a three-body problem [22]. Subsequently, the reverse-time trajectory has been employed in various problems related to thermodynamics and quantum mechanics [23]-[25]. Reference [26] provides an extensive overview of reverse-time dynamics, including system equations and conservative and dissipative behaviour. Built on our previous research on non-linear modelling and transient stability assessment of WTs [9], [15], [27], [28], our proposed methodology aims to provide a fast, simple, and practical solution for industry without requiring complex mathematical analysis. The following is the contribution in the paper.

1) A hybrid approach to estimating the post-fault system boundary (i.e., RoA) is proposed based on linear LF and reverse-time trajectory.

2) This work brings out the clear distinction between the system boundaries with different post-fault active current ramp rate controls.

3) A new perspective on critical clearing time for WT systems is discussed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the mathematical preliminaries for the proposed transient stability assessment approach. Section III details the large signal reduced-order WT model and its transient stability assessment. The time-domain validation of the proposed approach is presented in Section IV. The paper concludes with Section V.

II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES FOR PROPOSED TRANSIENT STABILITY ASSESSMENT APPROACH

Most of the dynamical systems can be described by the following ordinary differential equation (ODE):

$$\dot{x} = f(t, x, u)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is the vector of state variables of the system; $\dot{x}$ is the time derivative of vector $x$; $t$ is the time; and $u \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is the vector of input signals. Usually, the inputs are defined based on time and state variables; therefore, they can be omitted from (1). If $f$ is not an explicit function of time, then the system defined by (2) is called an autonomous system [29].

$$\dot{x} = f(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

An equilibrium point for a dynamical system is defined as a point $\hat{x}$, for which $f(\hat{x}) = 0$. In other words, if the system solution $x(t)$ reaches $\hat{x}$, it stays there forever.

A. Lyapunov Direct Method for Stability Analysis

A scalar continuous and differentiable function $V: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is called an LF for the system (2) with $x = 0$ such that (3)-(5) are satisfied, which also shows that the system is stable.

$$V(0^+) = 0 \iff x = 0^+$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$V(x) > 0 \quad \forall x \in \mathbb{D} - \{0^+\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\dot{V}(x) \leq 0 \quad \forall x \in \mathbb{D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Furthermore, if $\dot{V}(x) < 0, \forall x \in \mathbb{D} - \{0^+\}$, then the system is asymptotically stable, i.e., $\lim_{t \rightarrow +\infty} x(t) = 0^+$. It must be noted that if the equilibrium point $\hat{x}$ is not the origin, it can be shifted by a change of variables.

B. RoA for Dynamical Systems

The RoA for an equilibrium point is defined as a set:

$$\mathbb{D} = \{x_{\text{in}} \in \mathbb{R}^n : \lim_{t \rightarrow +\infty} \phi(t, x_{\text{init}}) = 0^+\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $x_{\text{in}}$ denotes the initial state variables of a dynamical system; and $\phi(t, x_{\text{init}})$ denotes the dynamical system for a specific initial condition.

Finding the exact RoA is a highly complex task; instead, finding an inner estimate of the exact RoA is common practice. A set defined by $V(x) \leq c (c > 0)$ is called a sublevel set of the LF $V(x)$, which is a set that if the solution trajectory $x(t)$ enters, then it cannot exit. Therefore, there exists

$$V(x) \leq c \in \mathbb{D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In other words, obtaining the biggest estimate of the RoA is to find appropriate LFs and then maximize $c$.

For example, the RoA of the reversed Van der Pol system (8) is presented in Fig. 1, where it is evident that if the initial point is inside the RoA, the system is attracted to the origin (green trajectory), while an initial point outside the RoA does not converge to the origin (red trajectory), meaning such trajectories are unstable.
C. LF Candidate from Linearized System

The non-linear dynamical system (2) can be approximated by a linear model in a small region around the operating point (i.e., origin) by small-signal linearization as:

\[ \Delta x = A \Delta x \]  

(9)

where \( A = \left[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right]_{x=0} \).

If \( A \) is a Hurwitz matrix, then a quadratic LF \( V(x) \) can easily be found by using the linearized model (9) as:

\[ V(x) = x^T P x \]  

(10)

where for any positive-definite matrix \( Q \succ 0 \), positive-definite matrix \( P \succ 0 \) is the solution of the Lyapunov equation, and

\[ PA + A^T P + Q = 0 \]  

(11)

For example, for the reversed Van der Pol system (8), the linearization around the origin results in:

\[ A = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(12)

By assuming \( Q = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -0.5 \\ -0.5 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \succ 0 \) and solving the Lyapunov equation in (11), we have:

\[ P = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -0.5 \\ -0.5 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(13)

The computed matrix \( P \) results in the LF (14), whose maximum estimated RoA is presented in Fig. 2. For the LF to be valid, the time derivative should be negative, which is also highlighted. Figure 2 shows that not only \( \dot{V}(x) \) should be negative, but also \( V(x) \leq c \) is essential.

\[ \dot{V}(x_1, x_2) = \left[ \begin{array}{c} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{array} \right] P \left[ \begin{array}{c} x_1 \\ x_2 \end{array} \right] = x_1^2 - x_1 x_2 + x_2^2 \]  

(14)

D. Dynamical Systems as Mappings

A dynamical system can be considered a function that maps the initial conditions to the final conditions after a specific time. The following definitions give some of the main properties related to the dynamical system stability [29]-[31].

Definition 1 Uniqueness of the solution of a dynamical system: a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the solution is that the function \( f \) should be locally Lipschitz, i.e., it is a continuous function, and its derivative with respect to the state variables is bounded [29].

\[ \| f(t, x) - f(t, y) \| \leq L \| x - y \| \]  

(15)

where \( L \) denotes a constant.

It should be noted that this is a weaker condition than the differentiability of the function \( f \).

Definition 2 Boundary preservation in a homeomorphic mapping: the continuous function \( f X \rightarrow Y \) is homeomorphic [30] if it is bijective and its inverse is also continuous, such that (16) is satisfied, which means that if \( f \) is homeomorphic from set \( X \) to set \( Y \) and if \( A \) is a subset of \( X \), then the image of the boundary of \( A \) is equal to the boundary of the image of \( A \).

\[ f(\partial A) = \partial(f(A)) \quad \forall A \subseteq X \]  

(16)

where \( \partial A \) denotes the boundary of a space \( A \).

Definition 3 Reverse-time trajectory: if \( f \) is a Lipschitz function, a unique solution trajectory for each initial condition is guaranteed. Moreover, if the differential equations are solved backwards in time, the same unique trajectory is traversed [31]. This means that \( F(x) = \phi(T, x) \), where \( F \) is an invertible function, and \( T \) is a defined time. Therefore, the response of a dynamical system after a given time for initial conditions chosen from a closed set in \( \mathbb{B} \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) will lie in a closed set \( \mathbb{D} \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) such that

\[ \partial \mathbb{D} = \partial(F(\mathbb{B})) = F(\partial \mathbb{B}) \]  

(17)

This is quite a useful conclusion which means that simulating a dynamical system numerically for a boundary of initial conditions can give the boundary of the final states, and it is guaranteed that for any initial point inside this boundary, the final response lies in the calculated final boundary.

E. Estimating RoA from Reverse-time Trajectory

The reverse-time trajectory technique uses a simulation method to extend an initial estimate of the RoA. It draws its name from reversing the direction of the trajectories by backward integration. This is equivalent to forward integration of the system, as shown in (18), which is obtained from (2) by...
replacing $t$ with $-t$.

$$\dot{x} = -f(x)$$ \hspace{1cm} (18)

System (18) has the same trajectory configuration in the state space as system (2), but with reversed arrowheads on the trajectories [29], [32]. The initial value for (18) is computed from the linear LF discussed in Section II-C.

Suppose the initial point selected is in close proximity to the stable equilibrium point. In that case, the uniqueness of the solution guarantees that all points in the reversed-time trajectory will be attracted to the equilibrium point. Additionally, suppose the stable equilibrium point is bounded by a limit cycle. In that case, the limit cycle can be identified by reversing the trajectory, but this may require a longer simulation time, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.

In a conventional RoA, any trajectory inside the region will eventually reach the equilibrium point, but does not provide any information regarding the time to reach the equilibrium, i.e., it could take a few seconds to several minutes. However, in power system stability, time is an important factor, and it is often required that the system reaches a steady state within a specific time frame, known as the settling time [33]. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce a time-limited region of attraction (TLRoA), which is a subset of the RoA such that any trajectory on its boundary will reach the equilibrium at the same time, and any trajectory inside will reach the equilibrium in less than the said time.

To estimate the TLRoA after a disturbance, the differential equations of the system are solved backwards until the disturbance, assuming a tolerance band (e.g., ±5%) around the equilibrium point. It is crucial that the tolerance band must be a RoA. Therefore, a small RoA around the equilibrium point is first identified using linearized analysis. Then, the mapping theory explained in this subsection is used to transform this region into another region through the backward solution of the original ODEs, as shown in Fig. 4, where pink region is the initial RoA obtained from linear LF, and the purple region is the final RoA obtained from reverse-time trajectory (black lines) with the initial conditions (red dots).

![Fig. 3. Reverse-time trajectory for reversed Van der Pol system (8).](image)

![Fig. 4. Mapping initial states to final states by backward solution of ODEs for reversed Van der Pol system (8).](image)

**III. LARGE SIGNAL REDUCED-ORDER WT MODEL AND ITS TRANSIENT STABILITY ASSESSMENT**

Our previous works [15], [27], [28] have demonstrated that a type-4 WT can be simplified to a grid-side converter with a constant DC voltage during grid faults, as shown in Fig. 5(a), resulting in a current-controlled source, as shown in Fig. 5(b), with reference values obtained from the grid codes. For large-signal stability analysis, the fast inner current control dynamics can be neglected and the impact of the shunt capacitor filter on stability can be disregarded if the current is controlled on the grid-side LCL filter. A reduced-order WT model in the $dq$ domain is presented in Fig. 5(c), with synchronous reference frame (SRF) PLL for synchronization. The detailed descriptions of variables in Fig. 5 can be found in [28].

The equivalent swing equation of the WT converter system derived in [28] can be presented as:

$$M_{eq} \ddot{\delta} = T_{m_e} - T_{c_e} - D_{eq} \dot{\delta}$$ \hspace{1cm} (19)

$$M_{eq} = 1 - k_p L_g i_d^e$$

$$T_{m_e} = k_p (r_{lg} i_q^e + L_g i_d^e + \omega_g) + k_i (r_{lg} i_q^e + L_g i_d^e + \omega_g)$$

$$T_{c_e} = (k_r V_g \sin \delta + k_f \dot{V}_g \sin \delta) + M \omega_g$$

$$D_{eq} = k_p (V_g \cos \delta - L_{g_d} i_d^e) - k_i L_g i_d^e$$ \hspace{1cm} (20)

where $M_{eq}$ is the equivalent inertia; $i_d^e$ and $i_q^e$ are the pre-disturbance active and reactive currents, respectively; $T_{m_e}$ is the equivalent mechanical torque; $T_{c_e}$ is the equivalent electrical torque; $D_{eq}$ is the equivalent damping; $\delta$ is the PLL angle; $k_p$ and $k_i$ are the PLL controller gains; $r_{lg}$ and $L_g$ are the grid-side resistance and reactivity, respectively; and $V_g$ and $\omega_g$ are the grid voltage and frequency, respectively.

Equation (19) represents a second-order non-linear damped differential equation that is used to model the WT system. This equation considers the time-varying nature of the system parameters, represented by the derivatives in (20). The WT system is modelled in a $dq$ frame, rotating at a fixed frequency $\omega_g$. 
Table I presents the system and control parameters of the WT converter system considered in this study, where the PLL controller gains are chosen to obtain an oscillatory PLL behaviour; and SCR denotes the short circuit ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power $S_p$</td>
<td>12 MVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal grid voltage $V_g$</td>
<td>690 V/2.35 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated frequency $f_g$</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-side resistance and reactance $r_{dc}L_g$</td>
<td>0.0018 $\Omega$, 1.0698 x 10^{-4} H (SCR=1.2, $V/R=18.6$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-disturbance active and reactive currents $i_{pdc}$, $i_{qdc}$</td>
<td>1.0 p.u., 0 p.u.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL controller gains $k_p$, $k_i$</td>
<td>0.025, 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-fault active current ramp rate $V_{pdc}$</td>
<td>28.4 kA/s or 42.6 kA/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Estimating TLRoA

1) LF Candidate from Linearized System

The first step in estimating the WT system boundary is obtaining an initial RoA, which is carried out by constructing a LF from the linearized equations of the WT system (18). In [15], the system (18) was linearized around $x$, which can be expressed as:

$$ A = \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=x_0} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ \frac{\tau k_i V_g}{1 - k_p L_g i_{qdc}^2} \sqrt{1 - \gamma^2} & \frac{k_p L_g i_{pdc}^2 + k_i V_g \sqrt{1 - \gamma^2}}{1 - k_p L_g i_{qdc}^2} \end{bmatrix} $$

(21)

where the detailed description of $\gamma$ can be found from [15].

By assuming $Q$ as an identity matrix, $P$ can be computed from (11). Further, the LF constructed from the linear WT system is presented in (22). The RoA estimated by linearized model (19) with a selected energy level of 0.001 is illustrated in Fig. 6. It must be noted that for simplicity, in Fig. 6, the equilibrium point is shifted to the origin.

$$ V(x) = ax^2 + bx + cx^2 $$

(22)

where $a = 49.66$; $b = 0.0026$; and $c = 0.129$.

![WT model](image_url)

Fig. 5. WT model. (a) Full topology of type-4 WT system, highlighting actions/assumptions during faults. (b) Reduced-order model (ROM) of type-4 WT considering actions/assumptions, showing synchronization instability of WT systems during grid faults as well. (c) System representation of ROM in $dq$ domain.

![Figure 6](image_url)

Fig. 6. RoA estimated by linearized model (19) with equilibrium point shifted to origin.
set of red dots represent the TLRoA. Unlike RoA, for TLRoA, all the points at the boundary reach the equilibrium point at the same time; therefore, the enclosed TLRoA is a subset of the actual RoA.

To generate the smooth TLRoA in Fig. 7, the number of samples (initial conditions) is \( N = 186 \). For a similar system, generating the actual RoA through forward simulations requires \( N = 3213 \) [27]. This brings out the advantage of our proposed approach. One must ensure that enough samples are taken from the boundary of the initial RoA to have a smooth boundary for the set of final conditions. This limitation is a known issue in numerical computations, and there are adaptive sampling techniques to reduce the step size when there are large variations in a function. The methodology for choosing the sampling rate is not the focus of this paper and will be addressed through future publications.

B. Transient Stability Assessment Methodology

The primary question in assessing transient stability is whether a power system can return to equilibrium following a disturbance. To address this, a hybrid approach is proposed, where the estimated TLRoA represents the post-disturbance system, and a forward time-domain simulation is carried out to observe the system behaviour during the disturbance. Figure 8 shows the simulation results of a balanced fault (severe grid voltage dip) for an extended period with \( V_x = 0 \) p.u., \( f_y = 0.01 \) p.u., and \( f_z = -1 \) p.u., where \((x, y)\) coordinates of the triangle, square, and pentagon are taken from Fig. 9 to calculate the corresponding clearing time \( c_t \) highlighted in red. \( c_{t_{28.4 kA/s}} \) is the clearing time with the post-fault active current ramp rate of 28.4 kA/s; and \( c_{t_{42.6 kA/s}} \) and \( c_{t_{28.4 kA/s}} \) are the clearing time with the post-fault active current ramp rate of 42.6 kA/s. As pointed out in [28], there will be PLL angle and frequency jumps after the fault is cleared. Therefore, an additional curve (red) is calculated in Fig. 8 that depicts the PLL angle and frequency with the jumps when the fault is cleared at that time.

Based on Section III-A, Fig. 9 presents the estimated TLRoA for the system (18) with two different post-fault active current ramp rates, 28.4 kA/s and 42.6 kA/s. As expected, the system with a faster ramp rate has a smaller TLRoA [15]. Additionally, the red curve from Fig. 8 is overlaid on the estimated TLRoA in Fig. 9 in \( x_1-x_2 \) coordinates, with the PLL angle reset to \( \pi \) when it reaches \( -\pi \). This is to eliminate the illustration of neighbouring RoAs for equilibrium points that repeat every \( 2\pi \).

For assessing transient stability, it is proposed that clearing the fault at any point along the fault trajectory (red line in Fig. 9) inside the TLRoA will guarantee the system’s attraction to its post-fault equilibrium point. For instance, if the fault is cleared before reaching the yellow triangle in Fig. 9, then both systems with post-fault active current ramp rates of 28.4 kA/s and 42.6 kA/s will be stable. If the fault persists beyond the yellow triangle (but not beyond the yellow pentagon), then only the system with a post-fault active current ramp rate of 28.4 kA/s will be stable. Similarly, if the fault persists beyond the yellow pentagon (but not beyond \( -\pi \)), then both systems will become unstable. Moreover, if the fault persists until the yellow square, both systems will be stable again. Thus, it is observed that the fault trajectory exits and re-enters the TLRoA multiple times, suggesting that the WT system can be stable if the fault is cleared at a later time, indicating the WT system has multiple critical clearing time.

The time at which the fault trajectory reaches the critical

![Fig. 7. Estimated TLRoA with a post-fault active current ramp rate of 28.4 kA/s.](image)

![Fig. 8. Forward solution of system during severe fault with \( V_x = 0 \) p.u., \( f_y = 0.01 \) p.u., and \( f_z = -1 \) p.u.](image)

![Fig. 9. Estimated TLRoA for system (18) with two different post-fault active current ramp rates.](image)
points, indicated by the yellow triangle and yellow pentagon, can be read off from Fig. 8, with the horizontal axis showing the clearing time. The clearing time and the resulting system stability will be verified using actual EMT WT models. While the primary focus in this work is on individual WTs, it must be noted that our proposed approach has the potential for adaptability at the wind power plant (WPP) level as well. The same approach can be adapted by aggregating the full WPP with multiple WTs as a single machine equivalent, as explored in [35].

IV. TIME-DOMAIN VERIFICATION

This section evaluates the proposed approach through time-domain simulations using an EMT WT switching model in PSCAD. The model is designed based on the configuration described in [28], where the current controller gains are adjusted to achieve a fast response. A complete fault ride-through is simulated. When a symmetrical fault occurs (the grid voltage is stepped down to 0%), the reactive current is stepped up to −1 p.u., and the active current is stepped down to 0.01 p.u.. When the fault is cleared (the voltage is stepped up back to 1 p.u.), the reactive current is set to be the pre-fault value of 0 p.u.; however, the active current is ramped up (e.g., 28.4 kA/s), not to stress the mechanical structure. The mathematical model for the WT system during and after the fault is discussed in detail in [28].

Two case studies for the WT system with two different post-fault active current ramp rates are carried out in PSCAD to investigate and cross-check the theoretical critical clearing time obtained from Fig. 8.

Figure 10 shows the time-domain simulations indicating the clearing time for the WT system with a post-fault active current ramp rate of 28.4 kA/s. The system is unstable when the fault is allowed to propagate beyond 0.37 s and cleared sometime before 0.47 s. However, if the fault is allowed to propagate and cleared at 0.48 s, the system stabilizes. This is in line with the theoretical understanding discussed in Section III-B. It must be noted that, unlike linear systems, nonlinear systems have multiple equilibrium points; in our system, it repeats every (±2π, 0). This is why, in Fig. 9, the PLL angle is reset/wrapped to π when it reaches −π. Therefore, during faults, if the fault trajectory is allowed to propagate such that it exits and re-enters its RoA, then the fault is cleared; in such a case, the system is stable. However, the system will be unstable if the fault trajectory is outside the RoA when the fault is cleared. The PSCAD simulations corroborate the analytical conclusions. Similar results have been reported in [36], which was done for grid-forming converters.

Similarly, Fig. 11 shows the time-domain results by PSCAD simulations indicating the clearing time for the WT systems with a post-fault active current ramp rate of 42.6 kA/s. The system is unstable when the fault is allowed to propagate beyond 0.25 s and cleared sometime before 0.47 s. However, if the fault is allowed to propagate and cleared at 0.48 s, the system stabilizes. Again, this is consistent with the theoretical understanding discussed in Section III-B.

Overall, the proposed methodology has a high level of confidence in its application for investigating the transient stability of WTs. The traditional method of estimating the RoA of the post-fault system through forward-time simulation involves guessing initial conditions, resulting in either a stable or an unstable trajectory. In contrast, our proposed methodology only solves stable trajectories in reverse time, resulting in a quicker and more efficient estimation of the RoA.

While some efforts have been made to analytically estimate the RoA of a WT with non-autonomous behaviour, such as ramps in active current, these methodologies can be complex and conservative. In contrast, our proposed methodology utilizes a simplified analytical LF to estimate the initial conditions for the reverse-time trajectory solutions. As a result, the industry can adopt this methodology without requiring complex mathematical analysis.

Our proposed methodology can enable power system operators and wind farm owners to take advantage of multiple critical clearing time for WT systems. By clearing faults later, uninterrupted supply from the WTs can be achieved, which benefits both parties. This can motivate the development of new power system protection philosophies and smart relays, which can enhance the overall stability and reliability of the power system.

V. CONCLUSION

This work extends our research on non-linear modelling and transient stability assessment of WT systems. It presents a methodology for transient stability assessment of a WT system with a non-autonomous behaviour.
1) A hybrid approach based on linear LF and reverse-time trajectory provides a good estimate of the post-fault system boundary (i.e., RoA), where it was observed that the clearing time obtained from the proposed approach is consistent with the results obtained from the PSCAD simulations.

2) This work brings out the clear distinction between the system boundaries with different post-fault active current ramp rate controls, i.e., a system with a faster post-fault active current ramp rate has a smaller RoA.

3) A new perspective on critical clearing time for WT systems is discussed, which shows that sometimes a later clearing time helps the system to regain stability, motivating the development of new power system protection philosophies and smart relays, which can enhance the overall stability and reliability of the power system.

While the primary focus in this work is on individual WTs, it must be noted that our proposed approach has the potential for adaptability at the WPP level as well, where the WPP with multiple WTs can be aggregated as an equivalent single machine, and this is a plausible future extension of our research.
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